
Collaborative Commentary --  Adult Clinical Language Banks 
 

This task focuses on interactions in the adult clinical language banks. Use the 
Browsable Database CC (Collaborative Commentary) feature to tag behaviors listed at the end 
of this page and enter any detailed comments. This assignment assumes that you have gone 
through the screencast tutorials for CC at https://talkbank.org/screencasts. 
 
For reference, the manual is here: https://sla.talkbank.org/CCmanual/  
 
Tag & Comment assignments 
Note: These databases are password protected.  The database member (and CC group owner) will 
give you the access information after explaining the TalkBank Code of Ethics -
- https://talkbank.org/share/ethics.html – and confirming your agreement to refrain 
from recirculating or reusing the material in any fashion. (See the 2nd paragraph here -
- https://aphasia.talkbank.org/ -- for information about becoming an AphasiaBank member.) 
 
Assignment #1: AphasiaBank  
Your task is to enter tags/codes and comments for PAR utterances for just one discourse 
segment of the transcripts listed below.  
Group owner's email: davisue00@gmail.com 
CC group to join: aphasia 
In AphasiaBank/English/aphasia folder: 
williamson23a - Sandwich 
scale33a - Sandwich 
thompson04a - Flood (picture https://aphasia.talkbank.org/protocol/english/pictures/flood.jpg)  
wright201a - Flood 
 
Assignment #2: TBIBank 
Your task is to enter tags/codes and comments for PAR utterances for just one discourse 
segment of the transcripts listed below.  
Group owner's email: davisue00@gmail.com 
CC group to join: TBI 
In TBIBank/English/Togher folder: 
03/45 - Sandwich 
03/35 - Cat 
06/35 - Umbrella 
06/36 – Cinderella 
 
Assignment #3: RHDBank 
Your task is to respond to 2 questions from Case 2 in the RHDBank Grand Rounds — 
https://rhd.talkbank.org/education/class-rhd/ . 
1. Narrative Speech and Stroke story, Question #4:  How would you judge Phil’s stroke story? Did it 
embody some of the characteristics of right hemisphere discourse? If so, which ones -- information 
content, organization, coherence, prosody, etc.? 
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2. Narrative Cinderella story, Question #1: Adults with RHD may demonstrate a variety of discourse 
characteristics, as you've seen in the cases here. Would you agree that Phil’s story could be 
described with these terms – verbose, fluent, intelligible, confabulatory, tangential? What other 
terms might you use instead or in addition? 
Group owner's email: davisue00@gmail.com 
CC group to join: RHD-GR 
In RHDBank/GR  folder: 
nazareth03a-stroke (for #1 above) 
nazareth03a-speech (for #2 above) 
 
 


